It’s just so
delicious!

Is there a TRF
food vendor
with the balls
to sell these?

Hilton Jackson, better known as Sholo The Nubian, has had
a rough time of it during the past few months. He scared the
hell out of everybody a few times, but he appears to have
power leveled through a complicated medical crisis and is now
mending up nicely. Reports are that he will be seen in New
Market Village this year and we can’t wait.
There’s a group on FaceBook, “Friends of Sholo The Nubian”
at: https://www.facebook.com/groups/458690180818689/
where you can go to find the whole story. You can also find a
link to a PayPal account set up to help with the medical bills.
Whether you know Hilton personally or not, this is something
everyone needs to jump on. Sholo is an icon and the man
behind the character is too. There is power in community. Go
help Hilton. Now.

We will be taking nominations for the TRF Rockstar Awards
for 2012, as we do every year. These awards are presented
to outstanding people that are held up by their peers as the
best of the best. There are no cash prizes, no appearances
on TV and no eternal glory, but having everyone at TRF know
that you are the champion is well worth the effort to
attempt to earn this award. It isn’t a popularity contest
either, because to nominate someone, you have to explain
why they deserve it and the explanation has to stand up to
being researched for accuracy. The categories this year are
for best vendor and best entertainer. Email us with your
nomination at trfwtf@yahoo.com!

It may be medieval times within the hallowed acreage of
TRF, but the 21st century just hit the Patron campgrounds. It
seems that there is now WiFi internet access available out
there. From the advertising on it, it apparently covers quite a
respectable amount of ground, too. There is only one slight
problem: drunk people + internet. Yes, pissed patrons with
access to the internet will be either hilarious or horrifying,
depending on your appreciation of such things. We are
definitely going to keep an eye on this one.

Check the past issue archives on our website, found at
http://www.trfwtf.com if you don’t have a clue what this is...
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